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Lessons learned from the
interconnection journey of the
HSS BESS.

IPL is a regulated investor-owned electric utility engaged
primarily in generating, transmitting, distributing, and selling
electric energy to approximately 490,000 retail customers in the
city of Indianapolis and neighboring areas within the state of
Indiana. IPL is a transmission system owner member of MISO.
IPL owns and operates the IPL Advancion Energy Storage
Array, the Harding Street Station Battery Energy Storage
System (“HSS BESS”).
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First Grid-scale Lithium Ion Battery in the MISO
Footprint
Placed in service May 20, 2016 perform frequency control service
Highlights
 Lithium Ion Technology
 20 MW or Flexible 40 MW Lithium ion battery array
 Provides frequency control continuously; It is the leading state of the art frequency control

solution; EAF 99.9%
 Moves from a neutral state to full injection/withdraw in less than 1 second
 Always available; Always Charged
 Can qualify to provide all ancillary services in the MISO tariff
 For IPL the device is a transmission asset intended to be part of our rate base
 An integral component of grid resiliency
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Trending Use of Lithium Ion Batteries
Lithium Ion Batteries can be designed to provide state of the art
solutions to many reliability and adequacy issues
Depending upon the design benefits may include:
 Primary Frequency Response; Autonomous frequency control across

the continuum; It is the leading state of the art frequency control
solution
 Concurrent autonomous voltage support
 Peaking needs; capacity
 Always available and continuously charged; unmanned facility
 Can provide multiple ancillary services, increasing economic efficiency
 Responds in less than one second ; switches from one service to

anther in less than a second
 Integral component of grid resiliency
 Operates with no emissions; cells are recyclable
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Grid Interconnection Challenges
Lithium Ion Battery Storage Arrays are not Baseload Generators
 Fastest path to interconnection is through the generation queue – but

still a 2- 2.5 year journey
 Not baseload generators – devices to provide ancillary services – no

existing acceptable path for ancillary service devices
 Payment for services rendered hinges upon security constrained

economic dispatch schemes
 Shortens economic life of the device
 Diminishes the reliability and stability benefits to the grid

 No industry recognized methods for appropriate modeling of devices

performing ancillary services only
 Existing FERC regulatory structure and FERC approved Tariffs are

barriers to entry
 Existing market platforms too inflexible to incorporate changes needed

in a timely manner
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Design of the Facility
Battery Arrays are designed to fit the specific purpose they will serve;
design differences can change some of the operating characteristics.
 Array server monitors and controls entire system; and is connected to

the server in each core
 The HSS BESS is designed to autonomously contribute to frequency

control; reacting at its full directed capacity in less than one second
 There are eight 2.5 MW cores with a total of 244 nodes
 The system is monitored and controlled through using the AES

Advancion software with imbedded SCADA and HMI; Monitors over 20
thousand data points within each core
 Node = 20 battery trays with 20 wafer batteries each. Total of 97,600

lithium ion battery cells
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Exterior View
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Interior View of Battery Room
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June 6, 2017
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July 4, 2017
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ADDENDUM

Contains Forward Looking Statements
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Primary Frequency Response
Frequency Response in the Eastern Interconnection is declining
PFR is an Essential Reliability Service
 The automatic reaction to deviations in frequency of the interconnected

transmission system to assist with controlling frequency to NERC
standards
 Unmitigated deviations can damage consumer electronics, electric

motors and more
 Severe unmitigated deviations can lead to generation failure and

ultimately brown or blackouts
 All utilities interconnected with the grid share in the responsibility for

providing PFR
 The observed decline in PFR in the Eastern Interconnection is in part

due to the increase of reliance upon renewable generation and
retirement of more traditional types of generation
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Purpose

NERC
Standard

To arrest in 10-60
seconds the degradation
of frequency following an
event
To manage the difference
between scheduled
generation and load with
actual.
To correct the imbalance
created by the event.

FRS-CPS1
BAL003-1

To regulate system
frequency in a manner
that keeps synchronous
clocks running
accurately.

TEC

CPS1-CPS2
DCS-BAAL

BAAL-DCS
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The Secret Sauce
Over 20,000 data points for each core are captured every 2 seconds; data is used for
monitoring, analysis, and can provide critical actual performance information in any
granularity down to 2 seconds nearly instantaneously at the end of the desired time period.

Highlights
 Battery packs are readily available from many manufacturers to your

specifications
 Fewer providers of inverters but still readily available
 Construction of the device regardless of MW capacity occurs in less

than 12 months
 The Vendor Proprietary operating software is the key to efficient and

safe operation and the ability to modify instructions to adapt to evolving
system needs.
 Optimizes performance and battery life
 Manages the State of charge
 Provides real time information to inform maintenance needs
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HSS BESS TIMELINE: 7/17/2014 through
8/24/2017
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Identified Issues
1.

Technology knowledge is essential. The category of stored energy
resources includes many different technologies with different
operating characteristics and benefits.

2.

Understanding of the system impacts in real-time. Fear of the
unknown.

3.

Determine what information is useful to real-time operators

4.

Protocols needed for autonomous resources

5.

To address fast resources contribution to Regulation either
autonomously or dispatched; determine the MWs useful to the
system.

6.

Policy maker education
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Identified Issues
7.

Understanding of State of Charge Management

8.

Capacity Accreditation

9.

Remove tariff and business practices barriers to capacity auction
participation

10. Clarify jurisdictional and tariff conditions relative to BTM Energy

Storage and Grid Scale energy storage
11. Clarify the brightline for state vs. FERC jurisdiction
12. Adapt market rules to address services dispatch and services

provided autonomously
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Identified Issues
13. Review and potentially modify study practices for interconnection of

energy storage
14. Determine appropriate interconnection conditions for ESR by

technology
15. Review Net Zero concepts and develop a similar but more efficient

process that allows existing resources to add batteries without undue
delay
16. Develop an appropriate interconnection process, more expedient than

generation process for ESR
17. If to be studied in interconnection queue but is a transmission asset;

develop a rational path from the queue to MTEP
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Identified Issues
18. Develop a path and process for ESR to provide congestion relief
19. Create an expedited path in MTEP for ESR
20. Develop a facilities agreement for ESR
21. Fully develop a participation model for all existing and planned ESR
22. Develop compliance with FERC Order 755 for fast resources in

MISO
23. Develop an equitable means to compensate fast resources for

benefits of their speed and performance
24. Clarify market participation by transmission assets per FERC Policy
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Identified Issues
25. Review and modify security constrained economic dispatch models to

address ability of some ESR to both inject and withdrawal; consider
optimization over a longer period of time
26. Specifically address the autonomous provision of frequency control

across the continuum and payment for services rendered.
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